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An experimental and numerical analysis of a low-angle annular expander nozzle is presented to observe the variance in shock 
structure within the flow field. A RANS-based axisymmetric numerical model was used to evaluate flow characteristics and the 
model validated using experimental pressure readings and schlieren images. Results were compared with an equivalent converging-
diverging nozzle to determine the capability of the wake region in varying the effective area of a low-angle design. Comparison of 
schlieren images confirmed that shock closure occurred in the expander nozzle, prohibiting the wake region from affecting the area 
ratio. The findings show that a low angle of deflection is inherently unable to influence the effective area of an annular supersonic 
nozzle design. 
1. Introduction 
The substantial cost of transporting payload into orbit has 
created the demand for a reusable, single stage launch system. 
It has been estimated that a reusable single stage launch 
system has the potential to reduce the cost per kilogram 
to orbit by an order of magnitude [1]. Propulsion systems 
fitted with conventional convergent-divergent nozzles which 
operate from sea level to the vacuum conditions (Space 
Shuttle Main Engine, Vulcain, etc.) are currently subject to 
efficiency losses of up to 15% [2]. The fixed area ratio design 
employed in these nozzles produces efficiency losses by 
forcing the pressure of the exhaust at the nozzle exit plane to 
remain constant. Optimal nozzle efficiency is achieved when 
the pressure of the exhaust exiting the nozzle is equal to that 
of the receiver. As the receiver or local atmospheric pressure 
is a function of altitude, optimal efficiency is restricted to a 
single altitude for a fixed nozzle, with pressure losses incurred 
at all other altitudes. To increase the feasibility of single stage 
launch systems, techniques to compensate for the variation 
in atmospheric conditions are required. Nozzle concepts that 
compensate for this variation have existed in literature for 
over 50 years [3] and are generally classed with respect to 
the adaptive mechanism employed, that is, controlled flow 
separation devices [4, 5] and  passive area variation  nozzles  
[6, 7]. 
In a supersonic nozzle, flow separation occurs due to 
stagnation of the boundary layer as a result of a strong 
adverse pressure gradient at the nozzle wall [8]. Controlled 
flow separation devices attempt to vary the nozzle area ratio 
by intentionally inducing this phenomenon to reduce the 
effective exit area [4]. The static wall pressure at which the 
flow separates can be predicted with reasonable accuracy 
[9, 10]. However, the process from “full-flowing” to separated 
flow conditions is not fully understood [11] and can induce 
high vibrational and thermal loads to the nozzle wall [12]. 
Additionally, this method of altitude compensation is inher­
ently a “staged” process, only capable of reducing pressure 
losses through restricting the operating altitude range of 
each discrete stage [13]. Passive variable area nozzle concepts 
adapt for changing atmospheric pressure through a continual 
adjustment of the effective nozzle exit area and, therefore, a 
continual adjustment of the exhaust pressure at the nozzle 
exit plane. Variation of the effective area occurs through 
either an external (plug nozzle) [6] or an internal (expansion­
deflection nozzle) [7] interaction between the supersonic 
exhaust with the receiver. 
The  variation of effective nozzle area is achieved by  
the manipulation of local atmospheric conditions. In 
the expansion-deflection nozzle, this process is facilitated 
through the  use of a central flow  deflector,  commonly  referred  
to as a pintle. The deflection of the supersonic exhaust radially 
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Figure 1: Half diametric cross section of the expansion-deflection 
nozzle behavior in open mode.  
outwards towards the nozzle wall results in the creation of a 
wake  region  at  the base of the  pintle.The interaction  between  
the subsonic, recirculating wake, and supersonic exhaust 
produces a shear layer which acts to vary the effective area 
ratio of the nozzle and limit expansion of the exhaust flow. 
The location of the shear layer and effective area ratio are 
determined by the pressure of the wake area. In altitude 
compensating or “open wake” mode, the pressure of the wake 
region is theoretically equal to the local atmospheric pressure 
[7]. Therefore, during open wake operation the location of 
the shear layer will ideally ensure optimal expansion of the 
exhaust respective to ambient conditions. The wake area 
is largest at high receiver pressure and reduces as receiver 
pressure decreases. This increases the effective nozzle area 
ratio until the physically defined maximum is reached. 
Operation at the physically defined area represents the 
design point of the nozzle and further reduction in receiver 
pressure results in an operational transition to nonaltitude 
compensating or “closed wake” mode. Nozzle behavior 
during closed mode operation is equivalent to a fixed area 
converging-diverging (CD) nozzle and can be modeled 
using conventional supersonic flow theory. Variations in 
expansion-deflection nozzle behavior during “open” and 
“closed” operating modes are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
The plug and truncated plug (aerospike) nozzle have 
arguably received the most attention out of all altitude-
adaptive  nozzle concepts irrespective of the  large base drag,  
increased heat flux, and variation in thrust levels at transonic 
velocities [14]. The preference of the plug nozzle over the 
expansion-deflection nozzle appears to have stemmed from a 
report on an early investigation into variable area nozzles [15]. 
This report concluded that the altitude adaptive potential of 
the expansion-deflection nozzle was low, roughly equivalent 
to a conventional converging-diverging (CD) nozzle. How­
ever, it should be noted that the expansion-deflection nozzle 
utilized in [15] appeared to follow design principals consistent 
with Mueller et al. [16] as opposed to Rao, the developer of the 
expansion-deflection concept [7].  This is significant because  
Mueller’s work involved instigating an early transition from 
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Figure 2: Half diametric cross section of the expansion-deflection 
nozzle behavior in closed mode. 
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Figure 3: Expansion-deflection nozzle design comparison. 
open to closed wake mode, therefore producing a design 
inherently unable to compensate for altitude. A comparison 
of expansion-deflection nozzle designs is shown in Figure 3. 
In the present work, a low-angle annular expander 
nozzle has been designed using similar principals to a 
Wasko expansion-deflection nozzle. Evidence of wake closure 
during “open mode” operation would confirm that results 
obtained in [15] were a function of the design used as 
opposed to an inherent flaw within the expansion-deflection 
nozzle concept. In this work, the operating pressure ratio 
was kept within the overexpanded regime to maintain nozzle 
operation in “open wake” or altitude compensating mode. 
To generate numerical results, computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) methods were selected over the traditional method of 
characteristics due to the capability of CFD in describing all 
flow regions within the nozzle. The method of characteristics 
is limited to inviscid, supersonic flow fields and breaks down 
in the subsonic, viscous wake. Accurate modeling of wake 
behavior is therefore imperative due to the considerable effect 
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this  region  has on the  overall nozzle flow  and therefore  the  
capability  of  the wake region in influencing effect  nozzle area.  
2. Design Methodology 
All of the experimental work was conducted in the aerody­
namics laboratory at UNSW, Australia. Dry air at a maximum 
stagnation pressure of 700 kPa was used as the test fluid. 
The receiver pressure was fixed for all tests at the value of 
local atmospheric pressure. A baseline pressure ratio of five 
was used to initiate the  design process  as  the stagnation  
pressure could be varied above and below this value to 
observe nozzle behavior over a theoretical altitude range.  
Nozzle operation was kept to overexpanded (OX) and grossly 
overexpanded flow conditions (GOX). In this work, GOX 
flow was defined as nozzle operation at a pressure ratio lower 
than that required for flow separation. This was achieved by 
applying Summerfield’s criteria [9] to the baseline pressure 
ratio to yield a design pressure ratio. The corresponding 
nozzle area ratio was determined from the design pressure 
ratio assuming isentropic flow conditions. This assumption is 
commonly used for supersonic nozzles in the design phase [2] 
and was deemed to be satisfactory for this purpose as relative 
nozzle behavior was  the performance  measure in this work.  
The nozzle throat was sized with respect to the flow rate 
of the compressor and to ensure a sufficient area ratio to 
allow the assumption of stagnation conditions at the inlet. The 
nozzle throat radius (𝑟 ) was determined through assuming 
𝑡 
isentropic flow, continuity, and sonic conditions at the throat 
and a value of 0.015 m was used. The difference between inlet 
flow parameters from stagnation values was estimated from 
the area ratio of 12 between the inlet and throat and found 
to be less than 0.2%. This value was deemed sufficient to 
enable stagnation conditions to be assumed at the nozzle inlet 
and quarter circle of radius 2.67𝑟 was used to construct the 
𝑡 
convergent section. A divergence contour at a constant angle 
of 10∘ and total area ratio of 2.34 was utilized for the expansion 
section of the nozzle. 
The fixed geometrical inlet required an unconventional 
rig design to achieve  the required nozzle geometry.  A pintle  
attachment was placed upstream of the nozzle and fixed 
using a strut-based support structure. Although the velocity 
at the inlet was relatively low (<15 ms−1) and the attachment 
support structure aerodynamically shaped to reduce flow 
interference, it was decided to use an annular CD nozzle to 
negate any bias caused by the attachment. A pintle diameter 
of 0.8𝑟 was used to satisfy  a factor of safety of 10 for  this  
𝑡 
connection. Following the throat area, the cross sectional area 
of the CD pintle attachment was gradually reduced to a point. 
Comparatively, in the expander nozzle, the pintle diameter 
was increased downstream of the throat and encompassed a 
sharp trailing edge, consistent with the design of Wasko [15]. 
A ratio  of  pintle  base  to  nozzle exit area of 10%  was used for  
the expander configuration, resulting in a postthroat length 
of 1.3𝑟 . Figure 4 shows the conventional (CD) and expander 
𝑡 
(ED) nozzle configurations. 
All schlieren images were obtained using a vertical knife 
edge z-type setup. A mercury lamp was used as the light 
1 2 3 4 5 6  7  
CD 
ED x 
L 
30 mm 
Figure 4: Half diametric sectioned view of the CD and ED nozzle 
configurations. 
source in conjunction with two 60󸀠󸀠 astronomical grade focal 
mirrors and a 50% cut-off filter. Images were captured by 
Photron FASTCAM high speed camera recording images at 
a resolution of 1024  × 1024 pixels at 3000 f ps. Static pressure 
values were taken directly from analogue gauge readings after 
the nozzle flow had stabilized. The 1 mm diameter tapping 
ports were spaced at 10  mm increments in the  axial direction  
so as not to affect flow structure. Tapping locations 3 and 5 
were offset by 90∘ to increase the number of overall readings. 
All tapping locations were duplicated at 180∘ to enable an 
average pressure value to be taken between both points. The 
importance of the throat and exit pressure reading warranted 
a tapping  on  each  90∘ axis and an average was taken over 
the four total readings. Sources of experimental error in the 
static pressure readings were quantified using the calibration 
error and incremental errors in the gauge readings and 
were found to be 4%. To accommodate a tapping at the 
theoretical nozzle exit, the divergent section was extended 
by approximately 5 mm. Although this modification would 
introduce additional expansion of the flow field and affect 
the exit shock pattern, it was deemed necessary to ensure 
an adequate pressure distribution throughout the divergent 
section. 
3. Numerical Model 
All numerical results were generated through the com­
mercially available ANSYS Fluent 14.5 software. Fluid flow 
through both nozzle configurations was treated as compress­
ible and turbulent. The boundary conditions were consistent 
with the pressure values recorded during experiments and 
implemented using a pressure inlet and outlet for all numeri­
cal models. A time or Reynolds averaged (RANS) approach to 
turbulence modelling was adopted due to the relatively steady 
nature of a full-flowing nozzle and the reduced computational 
expense required. Initial turbulence parameters were derived 
from the Reynolds number and boundary layer thickness at 
the nozzle inlet  and calculated using  a turbulent  intensity of  
3.6% and length scale of 1.68 mm. Due to the low stagnation 
enthalpy, air  wasmodelled as ideal  gas and  a three-coefficient  
Sutherland model was used for viscosity [17]. 
The axisymmetric pressure-based coupled solver was 
used in conjunction with second order spatial discretization 
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Figure 5: Mesh structure and downstream exhaust flow domain. 
schemes for all calculations. Surface monitors were set on the 0.8 
nozzle inlet, nozzle exit, and outflow domains to record the 
mass flow rate in addition to the static pressure and velocity 
0.6magnitude at the nozzle exit. Convergence was deemed to 
have been achieved when the values at each surface monitor 
10.80.60.4 
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Exp. 
x/L 
changed by less than 0.1% over 500 iterations. Additionally, 
a variation of mass flux of less than 0.1% between the inlet 
and outlet was required to satisfy continuity through the 
domain. The geometric domain was consistent between all 
models excluding the pintle. The effects of the nose cone 
and attachment struts on the flow field were assessed in 
a preliminary analysis and found to be negligible. This 
P
/P
0
 
0.4 
enabled the geometry to be simplified to an axisymmetric 
configuration to aid in the discretization process. The outflow 
region was sized in order to ensure the effect of domain 
boundaries on the flow was negligible. A fully structured 
spatial discretization scheme comprised of quadrilateral cells 
was used for all models. Figure 5 details the mesh structure 
0.2 
0 
and dimensions of the downstream exhaust region used in 
Figure 6: Effect of mesh refinement on the static pressure distribu­
tion. 
all models. As all nozzle operation was exclusively within 
the overexpanded regime, strong pressure gradients were 
expected to be present at the nozzle wall. To ensure that 
flow behavior under these conditions could be modelled 
accurately, the first cell height was controlled to maintain a 
nondimensional wall distance (𝑦+) of 1. 
3.1. Grid Convergence. A comparison of experimental and 
numerical static pressure readings and schlieren images was 
used to determine independence of grid density. Refinement 
of grid between levels was achieved by progressively splitting 
each cell in the numerical domain into four and resulted in a 
cell count of 0.9, 3.6, and 14.4 × 105 for the coarse, standard, 
and fine mesh levels, respectively. Strategic refinement of 
the coarse and standard grids was used to determine if the 
accuracy of the predicted shock structure could be improved 
at a greatly reduced computational cost. This was achieved by 
calculating the pressure gradient between cells and splitting 
all individual cells if the normalized pressure gradient was 
greater than 0.05. This process was completed twice after 
convergence had been achieved and approximately doubled 
the cell count in the coarse and standard grids, denoted by 
coarse (refined) and standard (refined), respectively. 
The turbulence model used for all GCI calculations was 
the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model, a one-equation turbulence 
model developed specifically for aerodynamic flow fields 
involving wall bounded flows [18]. The SA model was con­
sidered suitable for this purpose due its proven capability of 
accurately modeling complex flows involving shock waves 
[19–23]. The CD GOX case was used for the GCI due to 
the known close correlation of a CD nozzle with analytical 
results [24]. Errors in experimental pressure readings were 
quantified through consideration of gauge calibration error, 
pressure increment spacing, and the known manufacturing 
tolerance of ±0.15 mm. The effect of grid density on pressure 
distribution and numerical schlieren is shown in Figures 6 
and 7, respectively.  
Variation between numerical pressure distributions was 
minimal across all levels of refinement. Inspection of the 
location of flow separation showed that the coarse distribu­
tion was predicted 1% earlier. This discrepancy was annulled 
through refinement of the coarse mesh. 
The effect of mesh refinement on predicted shock struc­
tures was significant. Shock resolution in the coarse mesh was 
greatly increased throughout the refinement process. This 
process was seen to fully develop the cap shock pattern in 
both the coarse and standard mesh levels. The refined coarse 
mesh was used for all future simulations due to the greatly 
reduced computational time, small numerical uncertainty 
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Figure 8: Effect of turbulence model on the pressure distribution. 
predicted in the shock structure, and negligible difference in 
the pressure distribution. 
3.2. Turbulence Modelling. To  assess  the influence ofmodeled  
turbulence in the flow field, the SA model was compared to 
the 𝑘-𝜔 shear stress transport model [25] (𝑘-𝜔 SST) and the 
𝑘-𝜀 realizable model [26] (𝑘-𝜀), both of which have been used 
in previous work to model similar flow fields [27]. In addition 
to varying the turbulence model, an inviscid solution was 
compared to assess the influence of turbulence itself within 
the flow field. Figures 8 and 9 outline the effect of turbulence 
model variation on the pressure distribution and predicted 
shock structure. 
20mm 
Experiment 
Inviscid 
Spallart-
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k-epsilon 
realizable 
(k-𝜀) 
k-omega SST 
Figure 7: Effect of mesh refinement on the predicted shock struc­
(k-𝜔 SST) Fine 
Figure 9: Effect of turbulence model on the predicted shock struc­
ture. 
The selection of the turbulence closure model had a 
considerable effect on the predicted flow field structure. The 
inviscid solution did not predict flow separation, whereas the 
𝑘-𝜔 SST solution prematurely predicted separation compared 
to the experimental values. A large variation in numerical 
schlieren was evident between all models, highlighting the 
salient effect of turbulence within the flow field. A numeri­
cally generated secondary shock was present in all models. 
This effect was considerable in the 𝑘-𝜔 SST solution and 
appeared to cause dissipation of the Mach disk. Numerical 
diffusion in the 𝑘-𝜀 realizable resulted in low resolution 
of the flow structure, particularly in the secondary shock 
diamond. The SA turbulence model was therefore selected 
for use in all future calculations due to the close correlation 
with experimental pressure values, increased shock structure 
detail, and high computational efficiency. 
4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. Grossly Overexpanded (GOX) Condition. Under GOX 
flow conditions, separation was expected to occur in the CD 
configuration. Theoretically, separation should be avoided 
under all conditions in a functional expander-type nozzle due 
to influence of the wake region. However, wake closure would 
produce flow characteristics equivalent to the CD nozzle. 
The measured stagnation pressures were 4.90 and 4.42 atm 
in the CD and expander (ED) configurations, respectively. 
Figures 10–12 compare numerical and experimental pressure 
distributions and schlieren images. 
The numerical pressure distributions were within the 
experimental tolerances in both configurations. Flow sepa­
ration occurred at 𝑥/𝐿 = 0.925 for both models, inferring 
favorable flow conditions in the ED nozzle relative to the 
lower stagnation pressure. Increased postthroat pressure 
values in the ED nozzle were caused by the formation of 
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condition. 
compression waves  and a reduced rate of area ratio  increase  
as a result of the pintle geometry. The discrepancy between 
the shock diamond shadings was a result of the calculation 
of density gradient explicitly in the longitudinal direction. 
Measured shock angles were within 2∘ for both configura­
tions, where a higher shock angle in the ED configuration was 
indicative of the lower stagnation pressure. The distortion of 
a visible Mach disk evident in the ED configuration would 
be expected within a wake-embedded flow field. However, 
the intersection of shock diamonds with the flow axis down­
stream showed that wake itself was “closed” and that nozzle 
behavior was within the nonaltitude compensating regime. 
The secondary or trailing shock wave was a result of the sharp 
pintle edge, known to artificially induce wake closure [16]. 
4.2. Overexpanded (OX) Condition. Theoretically, flow sepa­
ration should be avoided when either nozzle operates under 
general OX conditions [9]. However, it is important to 
note that the inherent instability of flow separation makes 
accurate prediction difficult [11] and that the purely empir­
ical Summerfield’s criterion [9] is unable to account for 
Figure 13: Comparison of pressure distributions in the OX condi­
tion. 
the amplification of boundary layer aggravation present in 
low Mach number flows [27]. The measured stagnation 
pressures were 6.33 and  6.46  atm in the  CD  and ED config­
urations, respectively. Figures 13–15 compare numerical and 
experimental pressure distributions and schlieren images. 
A close correlation between numerical pressure distri­
butions and experimental values was again observed, with 
the main discrepancy located within the throat region in 
both configurations. Flow separation occurred within the 
ED model and was avoided in the CD model irrespective 
of the higher ED stagnation pressure. The location of the 
primary shock was within 2∘ between models, with a lower 
shock angle present in the nonseparating CD nozzle. A 
fracture in the Mach disk was consistent with the GOX results 
in the CD configuration. The existence of a Mach disk in 
the ED nozzle represented  a shock-dominated  flow field.  
An artificially induced shock was again present in the CD 
nozzle, whereas the trailing shock generated from postpintle 
expansion caused a secondary shock in the ED nozzle. No 
evidence of a wake area was evident in the ED model, 
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confirming that operation of the configuration was in “closed 
mode” and that performance equivalent to a CD nozzle was 
expected. 
5. Conclusions 
A low-angle expander nozzle has been experimentally and 
numerically compared to a CD nozzle at an OX and GOX 
pressure operating condition. Verification and validation 
of the RANS-based numerical model indicated that the 
variation in static pressure distribution with respect to grid 
density was low. Comparatively, grid density had a direct 
effect on shock resolution. A targeted approach to grid 
refinement using the normalized pressure gradient between 
cells represented the flow for minimal computational cost. 
Selection of turbulence model had a considerable effect on 
the numerical solution, affecting both the separation point 
of  the flow  and the  shock structure  within  the nozzle flow  
field. This was particularly evident in the description of the 
quasiopen wake flow field observed in the expander nozzle at 
GOX conditions. 
The experimental and numerical static pressure distribu­
tions were within experimental uncertainty values at both 
operating conditions in the CD and expander nozzles. Pre­
mature wake closure was observed in the expander nozzle at 
the GOX operating condition by comparing schlieren images, 
confirming that the influence of the wake region of the 
effective area of the expander nozzle was low. The consistent 
static pressure values at the nozzle exit and distribution 
throughout the divergence section suggested flow behavior 
in the expander nozzle configuration was largely independent 
of the level of overexpansion. The results highlight the limita­
tions of a low-angle flow deflector in generating a wake region 
that is capable of varying the effective area of a supersonic 
nozzle. Use of a low-angle expander design should therefore 
be avoided for use in altitude-adaptive nozzle concepts, such 
as the expansion-deflection nozzle. 
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